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* _Canon:_ Google "Canon Photoshop guides." * _DigitalRune:_ Google "DigitalRune Photoshop guides." * _Kodak:_ Google "Kodak Photoshop guides." # Quick, who are the world's top
graphic designers? Whether you're a designer or just want to know more about the field, the top 25 designers to follow on Twitter can help you understand what graphic designers do and how
they are viewed in the industry. Some of the designers share their work on a much more formal basis than others. Those that do may be more helpful for future projects. # Follow the cool
graphic designers on Twitter # Linus Upson (@linus) and Martin Kole (@martinkole) are the two leading designers on Twitter. Linus is in charge of UX design at Adobe and will have design
tips and tricks related to Adobe's products. Martin, a graphic designer at Intel, will share his tips about the job and how to find designers with a Creative Cloud subscription. # Daphne
Carmichael (@daphnejones) and Chris Aiello (@ChrisAiello) of _Aiello Creative_ host the entertaining and informative Design Porn video series. # Andrew Roberts (@Andrew_Roberts)
from Saucify is a designer working for the United States Department of the Interior. # Regis Thomas (@regis_thomas) is working at Google as an art director on Gmail. # David Duvall
(@davidduvall) is a student at the University of Wisconsin in Madison working on different projects. # Scott Niebrugge (@scotnieb) works at Wired Digital. # Michele Verfaillie
(@designmiche) is a freelance graphic designer and art director living in Belgium. # Elena Badivar (@elenagbadivar) is an art director from London, England. # Joanna Renner
(@joanna_renner) is a cofounder of service design agency Pentagram. # Nikola Jelušev (@_nikola) is a student at Duke University in North Carolina. # Elizabeth Jett (@elizabethjett) is a
designer, developer, and mom at 10 Games, a small in-house game studio in Albuquerque, New Mexico. # Jay-I Lin (@jaylin) is a product
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With Photoshop Elements, you can use Adobe Camera Raw to process raw files, edit layers, apply transformations, and generate previews. Additionally, you can use Adobe Camera Raw as a
filter to filter on the styles and adjustments in Photoshop Elements. This tutorial teaches you how to change the background color of a photo in Adobe Photoshop Elements. 1. Open the image
you wish to edit. 2. Choose File > Open. Navigate to and choose the image you wish to edit. Click Open. 3. Use the Rectangular Marquee tool to select the area of the image you wish to
change. Make sure the content of the image is visible, by using the Zoom tool and dragging in the viewfinder. This way you can make sure the content is visible and that you don't select any
outside the image. Make sure the "Selection" checkbox is selected in the "Open" window, by clicking the little box, so that the window will only open with the items you select. 4. Highlight the
content you wish to change by clicking on it. This will turn the selection from grey to white. 5. With the Marquee tool, select the area of the image you wish to change, by clicking on the
content and dragging it where you want it to be. 6. Select the Format and Adjustment tabs. 7. Click on the Background Color icon on the Adjustments panel. 8. A menu with a color palette
appears at the bottom of the window. Choose a color from the palette that best fits with your image. 9. If you select "None" on the palette, the content of the image will remain the same. 10. If
you select any color from the palette, the content of the image will be changed to the corresponding color. 11. Click on the image at the top of the window to preview the change you just
applied. 12. Click OK to apply the changes, or Cancel to discard the changes. Adobe Photoshop Elements lets you use a filter with the Adjustment tab to filter for certain adjustments made in
Photoshop. In order to apply the filter, you must first check the box for selecting images from another filter in the "Open" window, found in the bottom right corner of the window. 1. Open the
image you wish to edit. 2. Use the File menu to open the Adjustments panel. 05a79cecff
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Hyper-Mobility of the Internal Crochet Frames of the Ilizarov Ring External Fixator. Cannulated tibial metal frame applications have been rapidly increasing over the past few years. In tibial
nailing, the tibial metallic screw does not have mobility. Alternatively, the Ilizarov ring external fixator has another advantage of freedom of motion, which is the rotation of external frame
around its axis. In normal motion, the axis of rotation for the rings is parallel to that of the lower leg, tibial plateau and ankle joint. However, in hyper-mobility cases, the axis of rotation of the
rings could be in any direction as determined by the rotation center of the tibia. However, the motion of the rings is constrained by the internal sewing threads of the rings. This study was
conducted to evaluate the effect of the hyper-mobility of the internal crochet frames. The motion of the rings was computed using a ball-and-socket joint model. The results indicate that the
effect of the tibial torsion can be identified even under a single ring construct. The results also show that the tibial rotation and fibular head displacement can be adjusted by changing the
direction and axis of the motion of the ring.The raccoon dog as a potential reservoir of Nipah virus in Malaysia. Nipah virus (NiV) emerged in Malaysia in 1999 as a major human pathogen.
NiV had initially been isolated from sick pigs in Malaysia and traced back to fruit bats. Reservoirs of NiV are unidentified so far. A number of animals, including the raccoon dog (Nyctereutes
procyonoides), were sampled in different locations in central and southern Sabah state, Malaysia. Serology, RT-PCR and virus isolation were performed. The combined positive result rates of
(i) virus isolation/RT-PCR assay from 79 raccoon dogs were 90.9% (74/82); and (ii) virus isolation/serology assay from 75 raccoon dogs were 78.9% (59/75). No viral RNA was detected from
the nasal swabs and brain tissues of the raccoon dog carcasses sampled on date of the first confirmed human NiV case, although a limited pathogenicity of the virus to raccoon dogs was
suggested by the histopathology in one of the tissues. Therefore, results from this study suggest that the raccoon dog may serve as an alternative reservoir of NiV in Malaysia
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Q: Nested JSON object to be displayed in a table format in JSP/Servlet using JSONArray is not working. I am trying to send a nested JSON object to be displayed in a table format in
JSP/Servlet. Here is the JSON I am sending. Here is the response from my web API. Here is my servlet code: Here is my Java class: This is my final result: A: There is no need to send an array
in your AJAX call. In fact, it is not an array at all, it is an object. So remove the inner array [{fruits:apple}] from the JSON, it is not needed. After this change: and use that as a parameter for
your JSON.stringfy(json, String.class); call. Make sure to properly parse the returned data when dealing with json string. Total Pageviews Friday, March 21, 2011 I've mentioned before in
previous posts that I had been planning for several years to have a garden and grow my own produce, including a few vegetables. But, garden beds were expensive, so I focused more on the
potted plants, for several years, than the garden. Then, last fall I was given some free room by a previous employer and was able to purchase a garden. What I hoped to do was eat as much local
and fresh food as possible, and at a decent price for me. I've lived in the SF Bay Area since 1974, so it was time to eat outside. Well, this year the tomatoes were the beginning of the adventure.
My first garden, in April, was kale, carrots and root vegetables. I'm not thrilled with the variety of veggies, but I'm a beginner. I'm still doing a couple of experiments; for example, last month I
planted lettuce, it grew for 5 or 6 days and then dried up. My next crop was lettuce, in May. I sowed the seeds in small pots for several weeks and then planted the larger pots. The lettuce was
wonderful but the flavors were a little too strong for me. I've never grown lettuce before, so I was worried if I over watered the plants, they might rot. However, this planted didn't over water.
The vegetables, lettuce included, were all started in pots and not directly in the soil.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit version recommended) Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.2 GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 DirectX:
Version 11 Storage: 5 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound card or equivalent (5.1 channel device recommended) Additional Notes: We recommend that you use the
latest version of your video card's drivers. Contact your video card manufacturer to obtain the latest version.
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